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music never lies
...The Arctic will continue to heat up, the ice will melt releasing methane from land and sea and the “Methane Burp” of some 50 Gt (gigaton) of methane...we will suffocate due to lack of oxygen...the methane will accumulate and catch fire...the surface of the earth will catch fire and burn...the nuclear power plants will explode releasing radiation...there will be a nuclear fire soot induced winter...the planet will be frozen over...this will begin with the “Burp” occurring in 12 to 24 months...the growing heatwaves are the sign of a runaway climate change, it has started in the Arctic, Alaska, Canada, Russia, moving from the pole down...I have provided the evidence above to substantiate my scenario, if you see something I have missed, let me know...a slight clarification...the methane burp will most likely not happen in an instant but more like a rolling black-out like they have in California during power shortages, live the life of excellence, be kind, only love remains...gather your loved one’s, your friends and family and circle your wagon’s, it will be a rough ride watching the sunset, live the life of excellence, be kind, give respect, share peace, only love remains...yes. I know I repeat myself...

High levels of methane gas erupted from destabilized subsea methane hydrates and dissolved in surface water of the East Siberian Arctic Shelf. Shakhova and Semiletov, 2010. www.independent.co.uk

This major extinction zone is defined by the second steeply inclined line parallel to the first, which extends up to the 10 degree C worldwide atmospheric temperature anomaly event defined by Drs. Natalia Shakhova and I. Semiletov. It corresponds to a "Permian Style" global extinction event. An exponential Arctic methane expulsion line from Carana et al. defines the right side of this extinction zone. We have given Mother Earth a raging fever and she will destroy the infecting virus in the same way our bodies do with an extreme temperature rise. We will all be boiled alive like lobsters in a highly humid atmosphere and converted into stardust. Be excellent with each other in these our final hours on the last habitable planet in this solar system.
GLOBAL OMNICIDE

The Global Warming Mass Extinction Evacuations have begun in earnest in the very nation, the USA, that have produced the massive buildup of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere over the past 30 years, primarily because President Clinton refused to sign the original Kyoto Protocols. That is what you get when you mess Mother Earth around. The problem is that 94% of the global warming heat is first absorbed by the oceans and it is released later into the atmosphere after some 13 years. We are now facing the final, corporate capitalist created, catastrophic, Permian style, subsea & surface Arctic methane hydrate destabilization and methane blowout global extinction event that will culminate between 2023 and 2026. Temperature data going back 50 years from the Goddard Space Flight Centre show that the surface and subsea Arctic methane hydrates began to destabilize in earnest by the end of 2010 and the massive buildup of Arctic atmospheric methane is shown in the figure by the first steeply inclined line bordering a magenta region with temperature anomalies exceeding 20 degrees C. The rate of release of methane from the Arctic subsea and surface methane hydrates became exponential in early October, 2015 and since that time land surface & oceanic temperatures, coral bleaching, catastrophic forest fires, extreme storm systems, floods and landslides are becoming commonplace worldwide. The Goddard temperature data implies that by the 24th December, 2023, the entire atmospheric system will become totally controlled by massive Arctic methane eruption events and massive extinction will dominate worldwide.

How fast could warming strike?

- Loss of September Arctic sea ice → Within years
- Seafloor methane → Within years
- Water vapor → Immediately
Trump administration pushes back on bill meant to deter Russia


...gee, I wonder why...don't you?...

...U.S. Code 2381 Treason...

“...or adheres to their enemies, ...”

Trump says he’s getting tougher on Russia as he works to destroy new sanctions

18 U.S. Code § 2381. Treason

Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States, levies war against them or adheres to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort within the United States or elsewhere, is guilty of treason and shall suffer death, or shall be imprisoned not less than five years and fined under this title but not less than
$10,000; and shall be incapable of holding any office under the *United States*.


**Impeaching Donald Trump is not enough. The case for conviction**

The US Senate must show America, and the world, that there are consequences for presidents who abuse their power

[https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/dec/19/impeaching-donald-trump-is-not-enough-the-case-for-conviction](https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/dec/19/impeaching-donald-trump-is-not-enough-the-case-for-conviction)

...*he must be convicted by the Senate, charged, jailed and tried for Treason...*

*Trump thanks Putin for his support as Rudy Giuliani appears on Russian TV to promote Ukraine scam*

...*an old map of the web...just think of how much of it is focused on the nasty bull-shit trump has done and is doing, pretty amazing isn’t it?...*
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